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Editorial 

One of the things an editor discovers is that he gets very little 
feedback from his readers on how his job might be done better . One does get 
a few strongly supportive or enthusiastic comments , which are very 
gratifying, and also an occasional rude blast which deserves no reply. But 
only once in a while does one receive a constructively critical letter such 
as the one from John Hutchings that appears in this issue. I would be very 
happy to receive more such comments, and will try to act on all suggestions 
which are not mutually contradictory and are possible given the constraints 
mentioned in my reply to him. 

Somewhat over a year ago, acting in response to the replies to my last 
questionnaire I wrote to about twenty astronomical institutions across the 
country asking for contributions of news (see my editorial of a year ago) . 
Although nearly all expressed willingness, many actually naming a 
correspondent, only about half have sent contributions so far, most of them a 
year ago . I hope that this editorial will serve as a reminder, especially to 
those who have sent me no news for over a year. 

Hay I draw readers' attention to the informati on, particular the 
deadlines, for the Plaskett Medal and the Beals Award, provided by 
Peter Hartin and article. 

Colin Scarfe 
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Dear Editor, 

As a new member of the CAS, I would like to make 80me comments on Cassiopeia . 
I find it very difficult reading for two principal reasons. First, it is bound 80 that it has 
to be held in an unnatural and uncomfortable attitude to read it. Second, it is filled with 
very long, detailed, and tedious reports. I would like to offer suggestions on both, starting 
with the second. 

I think that the full details of the reports, minutes, etc. should not be published, 
but kept for t'he consideration of the committees for whom they were intended. Short and 
easy to read summaries should be given in Cassiopeia. The full works could naturally 
be made available on request to appropriate people (it would be interesting to see how 
many requests they get). I personally do not have the time, energy, or interest to wade 
through 70 pages of this stuff, even though I suspect that there may be 5 - 10 pages worth 
of general information buried there. I have also occasionally written summary reports 
which have appeared in Cassiopeia, only to find that the same issue also contains the full 
documentation on the same event, meeting, or whatever. The AAS, NOAO, STScl, ESA 
newsletters are all informative and readable: in my opinion Cassiopeia is not. 

My first point doubtless arises from efforts to cram all this material on to as few pages 
as possible, 80 shortening the substance should enable you to bind it more readably. Even 
if not, modern word processors should somehow be incorporated into better typesetting: 
I am certain that most of the material published resides on computer disks and could be 
submitted electronically. As a very last resort, you could staple along the short side of the 
pages. 

Yours sincerely, 

-~I~,,~~ 

Dr. J.B. Hutchings 
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory 
5071 Weat Saanich Rd. 
Victoria, B.C. 
V8X 4K6 

Dear John, 

Thank you for your letter and ca.aenta on eaaaiopeia. I auspect 
that they are based to 80se extent on the .ost recent issue, which vas 
particularly long and full of reports. Thi8 is ususlly the case with 
the Su.aer Solstice Issue, but the latest one failed by a sincle page to 
be the longest issue to date! 

I would agree that in aany, if not aost, instances it would be 
better to publish short versions of l ong articles , or su.aaries of 
activities. Indeed this has been done in the past - soae of the best 
exaaples are the ACA reports by Lome Avery in is.ues 31 , 33 and 36. 
But it i. not alway •• 0 easy to get people to write thea! And to 
prepare .hort geraions ayaelf of longer subaitted articles, perhaps 
seversl per issue, i8 a task for which I have neither the tiae nor the 
inclination , the latter because ay efforts would inevitably cause soae 
_essure of dissatisfaction to the ori ginal author! 

I have gone through recent issues and been unable to find an 
instance of a report written by you havinc been duplicated by another 
contributor,' although on occasion a closely related {and loncer} article 
a180 appeared . I bave no doubt in these cases whose words were the .ore ' 
videly read! 

The reduced print-size format va., and ia , an effort to cut costs . 
Ca8siopeia already costs the C.A.S. about 25% of its budget each year, 
and to return to the other format vould raise the total cost by about 
60%. 

It is ay iapression that the quality of print in ea.siopeia ha. 
risen significantly over the past fev years, due in part, as you 
suggest, to aodern vord processors and cosputer aail. It is certainly 
ay intention that it continue to do so; but thi8 depend8 on the 
continued increase in the U8e of coaputer aail. I cannot iapose on the 
secretarial staff of this departaent the task of retyping auch of 
Cassiopeia, although the re-formatting of coaputer disk files is 
relatively easy and less tiae-consuming for thea. 
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Stapling on the short side would probably .ean redesigning the 
cover, or reducing it in size with the rest of the pages. Perhaps you 
or another reader would like to propose a new cover! 

In any caae I would like to hear what other readers have to say 
about Casaiopeia, and intend to publish your letter and this reply in 
the next issue in order to try to stir up a few aore suggestions. I do 
this despite being fully aware of how few ca.ments I have received in 
the paat, even as responses to .y queationnaires. Perhaps however this 
tiae it will be different. I trust that this plan is agreeable to you. 

CDS/c. 

Yours aincerely , 

& 
Colin Scarfe 
Editor, Cassiopeia 

ENaICO nNDL 

On Friday, 31 July 1987 Enrico Kindl , an astronomy graduate student at 
UBC, va. killed by a snow alide while descending Kount Robson in the 
Canadian Rockiea . His cl1abing companion was injured and rescued only 
three daya later . Enrico's death stunned all of his f riends and those who 
had known h i . at UBC . Enrico vas recognised as a gift ed scientist and, at 
26, had a bright future in astronomy . He moved directly to the Ph .D. 
prograa and vas within one year of completing his thesis on the structure 
of dense groups of galaxies under the supervision of Paul Hickson . He had 
one scient ific paper published and three others submitted . Above all, 
Enrico is remembered for the great warmth of his personali ty and unfailing 
cheerfulness. Hi s loss 1s very keenly fe l t by everyone i n the Geophysics 
and Astronomy Department and by h i s wide circle of friends. It has been a 
terribl e tragedy for his family . To his parents and thr ee sisters we 
extend our deepest sympathy . 

b 

•• Canada · France· HawaII Tele.cope Corporation CFH Sochi .. du Ttle.cope Canada· France· Hawan 
P. O. Box 1597 Kamuela, Hawaii 96743 USA Telephone (808) 885-79« Telex 633147 CFHT 

26 aoGt 1987 
A V I S D E V A CAN C E D E P 0 S T E 

A S T RON 0 M E RES IDE N T 

La Societe du Telescope Canada-France-Hawaii invite des candidatures pour 
l'un des postes d'Astronome resident finances par Ie Canada. La peri ode 
d'engagement initiale est de deux ans: elle est renouvelable. 

Les astronomes residents sont appeles a consacrer environ la moitie de leur 
temps a la recherche et a faire usage du telescope CFH de 3,6 m au Mauna 
Kea. Le temps d'observation peut etre obtenu selon la procedure competitive 
ordinaire ou par allocation du temps discretionnaire du Directeur. Les 
moyens de recherche au siege de Waimea comprennent une bibliotheque 
astronomique et un groupe de calculateurs VAX avec une unite de traitement 
de matrices et un processeur d'images 1 2S associes. 

Les autres fonctions comprennent l'assistance aux observateurs en mission, 
Ie suivi des performances de l'instrumentation du TCFH, la planification de 
son instrumentation future ainsi que diverses autres taches liees aux 
activites scientifiques de la Societe. L'aptitude a travailler a une 
altitude 4200 m· est requise. 

La Societe encourage les candidatures de chercheurs confirmes desireux 
d'etre associes au TCFH pendant plusieurs annees. Les qualifications 
minimales sont un doctorat et une experience comprenant des travaux de haute 
valeur bases sur les observations astronomiques dans Ie domaine optique ou 
infrarouge. Compte tenu des qualifications et de l'experience du postulant 
retenu, Ie poste sera pourvu au grade d,'Astronome resident I, II ou III. 
Les salaires medians de ces grades sont respectivement U.S. $32.736, $41.436 
et $50.412 par an. Un ensemble d'avantages sociaux competitif et une aide 
au demenagement sont egalement fournis. 

Les candidatures doivent etre accompagnees d'un curriculum vitae, d'une 
liste de publications, d'un expose des domaines de recherche envisages 
comportant des propositions spec i fiques pour l'util i sation des moyens du 
TCFH, ains i que de trois references professionnelles. Elles seront re~ues 
jusqu'au 31 octobre 1987 par: 

M. Robert McLaren, Directeur 
Societe du Telescope Canada-France-Hawai i 

P.O. Box 1597 
Kamuela, Hawaii 96743 

U.S.A . 

Les candidats a ce poste ont egalement la possibilite de postuler des 
maintenant aupres de l'Institut Herzberg d'Astrophysique (Conseil National 
de Recherches Canada) un engagement en tant qu'Attache de recherche a 
l'issue de la periode initiale de deux ans comme Astronome resident du TCFH. 
Les candidats interesses par cette option doivent deposer simultanement leur 
candidature en utilisant des formules fournies par Ie Bureau des Attaches de 
Recherche, Conseil National de Recherches Canada, ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
KlA OR6. Des renseignements concernant les conditions afferentes. aax postes 
d'Associes peuvent etre obtenus a la meme adresse. 
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C.n.d • . Fr.nce· H ••• II T .... cope Corpor.tlon 
P. O. Box 1597 Kamuela, Hawaii 96743 USA 

.~ 
CFH Societe du Ulescope Canada· France · HawaII 

Telephone(808)885·7944 Telex 633147 CFHT 

26 August 1987 
V A CAN C Y NOT ICE 

RES IDE N T A S T RON 0 MER 

Applications are invited to fill one of the CFHT Resident Astronomer 
positions supported by Canada. This appointment is for an initial 
period of two years and is renewable. 

Resident Astronomers are expected to devote approximately one half of 
their time to research and to be active users of the 3. 6-m CFH 
telescope on Mauna Kea . Observing time may be obt ained through the 
regular competitions and also from the Director's d iscretionary 
allocation. The research facilities at the Waimea headquarters include 
an astronomical library and a VAX cluster with attached array processor 
and I 2S image processor. 

The other du'ties include assisting visiting observers, monitoring the 
performance of CFHT instrumentation, planning for future 
instrumentation, and various other tasks associated wit h the scientific 
activities of the Corporation. Ability to work at an altitude of 
4200 m is essential. 

The Corporation encourages applications from established scientists 
wishing to spend several years at CFHT. The minimum requir ements are a 
Ph.D. or equivalent and demonstrated excellence in optical or infrared 
observational astronomy. Depending on the qualificati ons and 
experience of the successful candidate, this position will be f illed at 
the level of Resident Astronomer, I, II, or III. The mid-range 
salaries for each of these categor ies are respectively, u. S . 
$32,736, 41,436, and 50,412 per annum . A competitive benefit package 
and relocation assistance are also provided. 

Letters of applicati on 
publications, statement 
proposals for use of 
professi onal references. 
19B7 by: 

must include a curriculum vitae, 
of research interests including 

CFHT facilities, and the names 
Applicants will be received until 

Dr. Robert McLaren, Executive Director 
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Corporation 

P.O. Box 1597 
Kamuela, Hawaii 96743 

U.S.A. 

list of 
specific 

of three 
31 October 

Applicants for this position may also apply now for ' a Research 
Associateship tenable at the Herzberg Insti tute of Astrophysics 
(National Research Council Canada) following the initial two-year term 
as CFHT Resident Astronomer. Candidates who are interested in this 
option must submit a simultaneous application on a form which may be 
obtained from the Research Associates Office, National Research Council 
Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A OR6 . Information on the terms of 
the Associateship can also be obtained at this address. 
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Tenure Track Faculty Position in Astron~ 

The University of Toledo 
Dept . of Physics and AstrorlOll1Y 

2801 W. Bancroft St. 
Toledo, OH 43606 

Attention: Chainnan, Astronomy Search Conmittee 

Applications are invited for a tenure-track appointment in astro~. 
effective September 1988. The successful candidate is expected to have 
a strong record of active research and should be interested in teaching 
graduate and undergraduate courses in astronoiay and physics and in 
working with graduate students. While there is no restriction regarding 
the research orientation of the candidate, observationally inclined 
individuals are especially encouraged. The appointment is expected at 
the Assistant Professor rank, but applications from exceptionally well~ 
qualified candidates at a higher rank will be considered. The salary level 
is negotiable . 

The astronomical facilities of The University of Toledo include a 
I-m reflector, equipped for stellar spectroscopy. Currently active research 
ireas of interest in the Department of Physics Ind AstrollOll\)' include stellar 
atmospheres, cometary physics, stellar ..ass loss, chromospherically active 
stars, interstellar .etter, atomic collisions, Ind the structure and spectrl 
of ionized atoms . 

Applicants are asked to send I current res~, a statement of research 
plans and the names of three references to the address above . The deadl i ne 
.for applications is 1 December, 1987. The University of Toledo is an 
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer . 
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CASCA AWARDS 

THE PLASKETT MEDAL 

CASCA and the RASC have established an award entitled THE PLASKETT 
MEDAL, in recognition of the pivotal role played by John Stanley 
Plaskett in the establishment of astrophysical research in Canada. The 
award, consisting of a gold medal, is to be made annually to the 
graduate from a Canadian university who is judged to have submitted the 
most outstanding Doctoral Thesis in astronomy or astrophysics in the 
preceding two calendar years. 

The first award will be considered in 1988. Candidates should be 
nominated by the heads of astronomy/physics departments from among the 
graduates of their respective universities. The department head should 
submit a letter of recommendation and four(**) copies of the nominee's 
thesis to the Awards Committee (*), prior to 15 January 1988 . 

THE BEALS AWARD 

The yarlyle S. Beals Award was established by CASCA in 1981 in 
recognition of the groundbreaking researches of the late C. S. Beals. The 
Beals Award of $1000 is to be awarded to a Canadian astronomer or an 
astronomer working in Canada, as an award for outstanding achievement i n 
r esearch (either as a specific achievement or as a lifetime of 
research). The recipient shall be invited to address the Society at i ts 
Annual Meeting , the expenses for which shall be covered by the Society. 

An award is now cons i dered every second year, in even-numbered 
years. Candidates for the award may be nominated by at least t wo 
members of CASCA, who shall submit a letter or letters of recommendation 
and curriculum vitae on behalf of the candi date to the Awards Committee 
(*). The deadline fo r submissions for the 1988 award is 20 November 
1987. 

(*) 
P.G . Martin, Chairman 
CASCA Awards Committee 
c/o CITA, University of Tor onto 
McLennan Physical Laboratories 
60 St . George St . 
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A1 

(**) 
Editor's note : Chris Aikman has pointed out to me that the original 
request of the Executive was for a single copy of the thesis, and that 
those intending to nominate a candidate should confirm the above number 
with the Awards Committee Chairman. 

Colin Scarfe 
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SUMMARY OF THE F ORUM 
on 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN CANADIAN ASTRONOMY 
A national forum on the topic Future Direction.! in Canadian A$tronomv was held 

on the morning of June 19th, 1987 as part of the meeting of the CAS and AAS at the 
University of British Columbia. About 130 were in attendance for the keynote addresses 
by Arthur May and Clive Willis and the follow-up presentations by other invited speakers; 
an open forum led by a panel of the speakers rounded out the morning. The following is 
a brief summary of the individual addresses and the resulting discussion presented at this 
forum . 

Per Ardua ad Astra - The Four-Year Plan 
Dr. Arthur W. May, Pruident, NSERC 

Dr. May began by briefly describing NSERC and its mode of operation. NSERC is a 
federal agency reporting to the government through the Ministry of State for Science and 
Technology; it operates at "arms length" in that it does not receive day to day direction 
from the federal government. NSERC is governed by a Council of 21 members which makes 
all important policy decisions. Seven members of Council are currently from busines! and 
industry, with the remainder from academic institutions. 

He next discussed the NSERC budget, noting that for the five year period 1986-
91, the government has committed a base budget at a fixed level of $311.6M per year, 
which equals the total budget for the 1985-86 fiscal year. There will be no adjustments 
for inflation to this budget, however the total budget may rise in accordance with the 
program for matching funds from the private sector. In the current ('87-'88) fiscal year the 
total budget is actually S331M, or 6% above the base amount. Under the matching funds 
program, the maximum federal funding is permitted to rise to $402M by the fiscal year 
1990-91. The current $33lM budget is divided as follows: 58% for research-based programs, 
17% for targeted research, 17% for fellowships, etc. , 4% for general programs and 4% for 
administration . In Dr. May's view, maintenance of operating grants is NSERC's most 
important priority. In order to do so, some programs may have to be reduced or even 
eliminated in order to ensure support for the best researchers. Currently there are about 
6500 grant holders with a modest growth of about 2% per year~ 

Dr. May stated he understands part of his job is to convince government to provide 
more support for science and technology. He feels strongly that there has been a change 
in government attitude to the importance of science and technology in the country. As 
evidence of this change, or as events which contributed to this change by raising the profile 
of science, he cited the following developments: the federal-provincial agreement reached 
with all ten provinces on science and technology, the formation of the National Advisory 
Board on Science and Technology under the chairmanship of the Prime Minister, a post
secondary education conference being held this autumn, a conference on technology and 
innovation organized for early 1988, the award of a Nobel prize to John Polanyi, and the 
discovery of SN1987a by Canadian Ian Shelton. He emphasized that the do's and don'ts 
of political pressure are: don't emphasize the negative aspects; do be positive about the 
support that has been received to make your particular project, facility or field of research 

I 
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possible up to the present. 
Dr. May concluded his remarks with particular reference to astronomical research. He 

noted that in recent years, there have been 137 to 154 NSERC grant holders in astronomy, 
with grants totalling 13.5M to $4.8M annually. He stated that despite some setbacks, 
CASCA has shown itself to be an effective body in planning for the future. A notable 
success story is found in CITA, which will be receiving 1900 ()()() in NSERC funding over 
the next three years. He emphasized that we should always maintain in mind a menu of 
ranked priorities for future projects, and be prepared to present this menu when windows 
of opportunity open, as may be possible in the coming months. This menu could be 
presented by the CASCA Board provided there was some clear indication of community 
support. We should also maintain close interest in astronomy-related proposals, such as 
the proposed Sudbury Neutrino Observatory. 

Support for Canadian Astronomy: an NRC Perspective 
Dr. Clive Willi.t, Vice-Prelident (Science), NRC 

Dr. Willis echoed Dr. May's remarks regarding a change in the environment in 
Ottawa concerning the government's view of the importance of science and technology. 
On the other hand he stressed that NRC funding for astronomy has stabilized at the level 
of around 115M annually. Although NRC's budget is sufficient to cover operating expenses 
now and in the near future, increased funding for federally-supported laboratories is not 
to be expected. Hence, in order to find operating funds for any new project, some existing 
project would have to be cut. He therefore emphasized the importance of ranking proposed 
activities in relation to currently existing ones. 

Future Directions for the Herzberg Institute 
Dr. DonAld C. Monon, Director, HIA 

Dr. Morton outlined briefly the new arrangements in HIA. Bryan Andrew is now 
the Assistant Director of HIA, with additional responsibilites for all NRC-run national 
facilities. The heads of the sections within HIA are as follows: James Hesser, Dominion 
AltrophJllictJl Oblerveto'll,'Lioyd Higgs, Dominion RAdio A3trophJllicAl Ob3eMlAtO'll, John 
MacLeod, RAdio A"tronom" J .R. Burrows, So14r-Terreltriel PhYliu, A.G. McNamara, 
PIAneta'll Sciencu, J.W. Johns, SpectrOlCOPJl, and C. Hargrove High Enef"!J1l PhJl3iCl. This 
latter section operates in collaboration with Carleton University. Dr. Morton noted HIA's 
mandate is to: i) operate national facilities for university and government scientists; ii) 
develop instruments and software; and iii) provide leadership in research fields carried out 
at the national facilities. He also mentioned the proposed Sudbury Neutrino Observatory, 
which could perform basic measurements of great relevance to astrophysics. With 1000 
tons of D 20, the sensitivity of this neutrino detector would be 100 times that of the 
lrvine-Micbigan-Brookhaven experiment. 

A Five Year Plan for CFHT 
Dr. Robert McLaren, A330ciate Director, CFHT 

Dr. McLaren presented the following statistics of instrumentation use on the CFHT 
for 1987: CCD imaging, 28%; coude spectroscopy, 26%; Herzberg spectrograph, 16%; 
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Fourier transform spectroscopy, 13%; photography, 5%; infrared photometry, 4%; and 
Fabry Perot interferometry, 3%. He noted that a significant improvement in image quality 
has been achieved recently by cooling the oil pad bearings from 45 Celsius to 8 C, (a 
reduction in heat dissipation from the horseshoe into the dome from 15kW to 1.8 kW); 
the goal is a temperature of 2-5 C. The three major priorities for the next five years will 
be: i) development of very high resolution imaging, ii) construction of a faint, multi-objeci 
spectrograph, and iii) a new coude spectrograph for high resolution spectroscopy. A step 
towards the first goal is the VHR camera currently under construction, which will correct 
for wave front tilt in real time. A segmented-mirror experiment recently performed at 
the coude focus with 9 segments feeding a photon-counting camera has shown that 0.25 
arcsecond images (FWHM) can be achieved with a selection level of about 10%. Additional 
priorities for future development include: a large format CCD, an infrared array detector, 
additional computer capabilities, a microwave link connecting the summit to Waimea, and 
improved data archiving. 

CITA and the Future of Theoretical Astrophysics in Canada 
Dr. Scott 7remAine, Director, CITA 

Dr. Tremaioe noted that CITA is a national institute, unique both in Canada and in 
the world. It has grown rapidly by .an intense collaborative effort from its founding in 1983, 
and may be expected to reach to a steady state situation by about 1988. CITA is now 
an incorporated body, governed by the CITA Council and operating within the University 
of Toronto as host institution. About half of the current budget of S900K comes from 
NSERC funds as operating, infrastructure and postdoctoral grants; the remainder comes 
from a variety of University of Toronto funds, a CIAR grant, and other sources. This ' 
budget supports the four fullime faculty, one limited-term faculty member, and about a 
dozen visiting research fellows. In addition, there is a steady stream of short·term visitors 
from Canada and abroad. CITA's mandate is to create a centre of excellence in theoretical 
astrophysics in Canada and to promote theoretical astrophysics throughout the country. 
In the future he fonees CITA as a national facility with several other nodes springing up 
at other centres across the country, when resources 'are sufficient to support ·them at an 
annual level of about $400-500K each. 

A High Resolution Telescope Project 
Dr. Rene Recine, Director, Mont Megentic Oblervato'll 

Dr. Racine described briefly his proposal for a high resolution telescope. He noted 
there is a need for access to more optical and infrared observing facilities, and suggested 
the options for acquiring these are: i) constructing a high resolution telescope of diameter 
about 2.5 m, ii) acquiring a share in a very large telescope, or iii) doing both i) and ii) . 
He argued strongly that, although it is desireable to do both, monetary constraints and 
technological developments make i) the logical and expedient choice at this time. 

A New Telescope for the Southern Hemisphere 
Dr. Robert F. GArrUon, David Dunlap Ob3eMlatO'll 

Dr. Garrison emphasized the need of Canadian astronomers to have access to 2-

,I 
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m class telescopes in both hemispheres, noting that at present Canada has a southern 
hemisphere light-gathering power equivalent to 1.2% of that of the U.S. He outlined briefly 
the University of Toronto's campaign to acquire private funding for a southern hemisphere 
telescope. Novel telescope designs such as the floating boule concept are being followed 
closely. 

The James Clerk Maxwell Telescope 
Dr. John MacLeod, Dud, Radio A~tronomy Section, DIA 

Dr. MacLeod described Canada's involvement in the Clerk Maxwell radio telescope 
in Hawaii. This telescope, with a diameter of IS-m, is the largest Bubmillimeter telescope 
in the world. It is operated by a consortium of countries and the University of Hawaii. 
Support is distributed as follows: UK 55%, Canada 25%, Netherlands 20%, while the Uni
versity of Hawaii provi<les the site and Hale Pohaku facilities. Observing time allocation 
is: UK 49.5%, Canada 22.5%, Netherlands 18%, and Hawaii 10%. At 230 GHz, aperture 
efficiency will be in the range 35-49% (depending on the final surface accuracy achieved) 
with a beam size of 22 arcsecond FWHM. Operation to frequencies as high as 805 GHz 
may be possible if a surface accuracy of 351' (rms) is achieved; this would have a 6 arcsec
ond beam. Receivers for 220-280, 345 and 490 GHz will be provided by the British and 
Dutch, with a wideband bolometer (sensitivity about 0.25 milliJansky in 1 second inte
gration) available as well. HIA is proposing to build a 690 GHz receiver (tunable 620-710 
GHz) for the JCMT. Possible future developments are an 8x8 InSb bolometer detector, 
and interferometric observations with the Caltech-University of California 100m dish also 
located on Mauna Kea. 

The Long Range Future for DRAO 
Dr. Lloyd 8igg", Director, DRAO 

Dr. Higgs noted that DRAO is the only operating site for radio astronomy in Canada 
at the present time; it is run as a national facility. He described the synthesis telescope 
at DRAO, which by 1989 will be expanded to 7 dishes, with 2 polarizations, to provide 
wide-band continuum and 21-em line observations. The telescope should have a productive 
lifetime of about 15 years, although the site itself is expected to remain radio quiet for a 
much longer time. Longer range plans for the Observatory are predicated on a reliance 
on the aperture synthesis technique, combined with the technical expertise in correlator 
technology and interest in the interstellar medium which have been developed at DRAO. 
In this regard, they are currently examining the concept of a new correlation synthesis 
telescope based on many small elements and a large correlator, for example 100 elements 
each of 9-m diameter, operating at 3 continuum frequencies and the 21-cm line. Dr Higgs 
appealed to the community to provide input concerning the future directions of DRAO. A 
users' committee has been set up to provide DRAO with guidance and planning for both 
the near and long term future. 

Canada'. Future in Space Astronomy 
Dr. Jame~ De3"er, Director, DAO 

Dr. Hesser reported that his experience of presenting (with Dr. Seaquist) a CASCA 
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brief on 'Space Science in Canada'~ Space Program' to the House of Commoos Standing 
Committee on Research, Science & Technology had reinforced his belief that scientists 
must justify and promote the value of basic research at every opportunity. Although 
there is little positive news regarding the space station, and its suitability for astronomical 
observations remains unclear, it is obvious that any scientific project, whatever its nature, 
must have both strong scientific justification and evident support (as shown by people 
willing to devote their time and energies to it) in order to succeed. 

The possibility remains open for Canadian participation in one or the other of two 
projects being considered by the European Space Agency. The first of these is Quasat, 
a proposal for a 1O-m antenna in orbit, to be used in conjunction with ground based 
antennas for VLBI. The other is Lyman, an orbiting ultraviolet telescope which is perhaps 
best described as a follow-up to IUE. In Dr. Hesser's opinion, Canada's current strategy 
for space astronomy should be to attempt to gain a small part of some major space project, 
such as one of these described. Canadian participation at the level of S1O-15M would likely 
be welcomed by ESA. 

As Director of the DAO, Hesser noted that the Observatory had undergone a diffi
cult year, marked by mothballing of the Optical Shop, loss of some staff members, and 
considerable reorganization of the efforts of the Observatory. On the positive side, ex
pansion of the office building is proceeding, a strong Instrument Development Group has 
been formed, and every effort is being made to make the Canadian Space Astronomy Data 
Centre a useful and viable facility pending the launch of the HST. STARCAT software is 
running, the IRAS-HCON tapes are now available, and it is hoped to obtain the complete 
IUE Uniform Low Dispersion Archive shortly. 

Discussion 

After the above scheduled presentations, there followed an open forum with questions 
and comments from the audience directed to a panel consisting of all the above speakers, 
with Tom Landecker standing in for Lloyd Higgs. Drs. May and Willis remained and 
participated in the early part of the forum, but had to leave early because of travel ar
rangements. A vigorous, positive, and wide-ranging exchange of ideas occurred, some of 
which are summarized below: 

It was noted that in 20 years of space missions, no Canadian space programs have been 
directed beyond Earth-related applications. All Canadian involvement in space astronomy 
projects has been the work of a few individuals working in NASA or ESA-led teams. 
Comparison of the annual data-reduction budgets of the Space Telescope Science Institute 
(S20M) and the CSADC (SO. 175M) shows them to be very disproportionate. 

Another space astronomy project that was noted is the Soviet ASTRON mission to 
place two 100m radio dishes in orbit in 1992. Space qualified receivers operating at 1.3 em 
will be needed, and ESA is a possible collaborator in the project. 

Phil Gregory noted that an array of twenty 7-m diameter transit telescopes each 
equipped with 10 feeds and receivers could cover the sky daily from declination +70· 
to _30· with about 15000 sources detectable at 5 GHz: about 10% of these sources are 
expected to be variable. It was noted that such a radio patrol capability could be combined 
in an exciting way with the proposed DRAO large array. 
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Considerable discussion centred on the need for an additional optical telescope for 
Canadian astronomy. Although a majority view was clearly that Canada is facilities-poor 
in optical astronomy, a minority viewpoint was also expressed that support instrumentation 
and software represent an even greater need. Several members expressed enthusiasm for 
a new optical telescope proposal, such as HRI', but felt that the costs must be rather 
sharply defined by the reality of what might be obtainable (such as $lOM). We should then 
strive to obtain the very best perlorming telescope within that defined cost. Currently, 
university coneortia in the U.S. are completing telescopes up to 3.5-m diameter within 
such a cost figure. Harvey Richardeon noted the particular cost advantages inherent in a 
floating boule mOUDt for large optical telescopes: a precision sphere and bearings are not 
needed, as regular bearings suffioe. Aleo, a 10-m liquid mercury telescope with a 15° field 
(tracb.ble for up to an hour by computer-controlled flexed mirror) might be buildable at 
one-twentieth the cost of a Ked-type telescope. A member noted that although the Ked: 
telescope is designed to deliver one arcsecond or better images, it may be years before this 
is actually achieved. Although the CFHT mirror is excellent by conventional standards, 
it may be incapable of yielding the true resolution ultimately achievable at the site; drive 
stability and other specifications may also limit its quest for high resolution. An HRT 
would be specified at the outset not to have such limitations. The application of speckle 
techniques to achieve high resolution was discussed. There was general support for the 
conoept of developing real-time speclde analysis .. However, it was pointed out that speclde 
resolution varies as the fourth power of inherent resolution; also speclde techniques can be 
applied only to very narrow fields; 80 they can complement but not replace the need for 
an HRI'. . 

The question of operating budget for a High-Resolution Telescope or new Southern 
Telescope was raised: would a TRIUMF-like organization be possible? Dr. May indicated 
that NSERC can work closely with NRC in such organizational structures, and can also 
supplement private endowment funds. 

Finally, future directions in theoretical astronomy and data processing were discussed. 
It was noted that computing costs are dropping fast: in this pleasant but confusing situ
ation it is best to build up computing power gradually to take advantage of the rapidly 
evolving market situation. 

Michael Marlborough 
Chris Aikman 
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CANADIAN SPACE ASTRONOMY DATA CENTRE 

Newsletter No. 4 

Services Now Available 

The CSADC is now able to offer several services to the astronomical community. We 
have concentrated our efforts on the development of on-line services, which are useable 
from any terminal or computer having Datapac access. In practioe, this means that the 
services are available to anyone having at least a terminal and a modem. Our c::ouiputers 
are also accessible directly via dial-in lines. At the moment, Datapac access charges are 
paid by us, although if the bills get too large for our budget ~ may ha-ve to reconsider 
this policy. 

Please let ua know of any difBculties you may experience. We Deed to know 
what the problems are so we can fix them. 

Details of the available services are given below. 

(a) STARCAT 

STARCAT is the acronym for Spare Telescope ARchive and CATalogue. This soft
ware has been implemented by the ST-ECF and provides the capability to do queries' on 
astronomical catalogs. This is the software which will be used to query the Spare Tele
scope Archive Catalog for retrieval of.data, and it can be used now to query many other 
astronomical catalogs. . 

To run STARCAT, you need to obtain 8C.ce88 to the POLLUX computer at the 
DAO/CSADC. This can be done via directly connected terminals, via an X.25 connec
tion (Datapac in Canada), or via a dial-up modem at 1200 baud. Although there are 
no charges for the uee of CSADC computers you need to contact CSADC personnel and 
provide some information before being able to 8C.ce88 STARCAT. 

STARCAT requires a VT100 compatible terminal to work correctly. It uses the key
board for several functions. A diagram of the keyboard is accessible through the on-line 
HELP facility, but to make life easier we haW! included it at the end of this document. 
The development of this system is on-going, and written documentation is being prepared. 
On-line help is c:urreDtly available. 

The catalogs currently available in STARCAT are listed at the end of this document. 

(b) FINDER 

A facility for plotting finding charts at the correct plate scale, based on astromet
ric data obtained from the SAO, AGK3 and PERTH70 catalogs, is also available at 
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the CSADC. One may directly input coordinates, plate scale and object identification 
to FINDER or input may come from data selected in a session of STARCAT. Thus one 
can obtain finding charts for any of the objects in any of the catalogs accessible with 
STARCAT. The finder charts are produced on the DAO/CSADC laser printer and will be 
mailed to external users. 

(c) mAS HCON images 

We now have the complete series of HCON images on magnetic tape, and can extract 
any desired images from them. We have developed the necessary interface software so that 
one can enter an RA and DEC and find which images on which tapes cover this part of 
the sky. The actual images themselves will be mailed to users on magnetic tape. 

(d) mAF spectral reduction facility 

We currently have the latest version (2.5) of mAF installed on a microVAX II work
station with a dedicated image display. Besides the standard software available with the 
IRAF distri"ution, there is a small amount of software dealing with data from the DAO 
Shectograph and Reticon. 

(e) SIMBAD 

SIMBAD is an astronomical bibliographic database package offered by the Centre 
de Donnees Stellaires in Strasbourg. It is extremely useful for quickly doing literature 
searches to generate reference lists for specified objects, or for accessing various astronom
ical catalogs. The CSADC has a SIMBAD account, and is considering instaJling access to 
it through STARCAT in November. This would make it easier to use for Canadian astr<>
nomers. H you have an interest in trying out this service please call one of the CSADC 
staff. We're not certain how much we're going to have to pay to use the service, which is 
why we haven't jumped. into a full scale public offering. 

ruE Uniform Low Dispersion Archive 

The IUE organization in Vilspa (Spain) is developing this archive and the software 
to make it available on-line. As announced previously, the CSADC will be the Canadian 
national centre for this product. Dennis Crabtree will be attending a meeting in Vilspa in 
October to discuss this effort, and it should be available early in 1988. 

Datapac access to the DAO/CSADC computers 

Datapac is the Canadian public packet-switched network. It is accessible through local 
telephone numbers (i.e. long distance calls aren't required) in most Canadian cities. The 
telephone numbers are listed in the telephone books. Access using dialled lines is limited 
to speeds of 1200 baud or slower; faster access (up to 9600 baud) is available to computers 
directly connected to the Datapac network. 
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We have now installed a DEC product called PSI which handles the Datapac interface. 
PSI allows VAXmail to send and receive mail directly from other sites which also have PSI 
(e.g. Physics at U. Vic. or Physics/Astronomy at U. of Toronto.) 

To call the CSADC using a modem simply dial the local telephone number, and 
when Datapac answers, type the CSADC number, which is 68100434. You will then 
be connected to a micro VAX called Pollux. IT your computer is directly connected faster 
access is available. Your system expert can tell you how to do this: on VAX computers 
running PSI one simple types: SET HOST /X29 68100434. Users must contact CSADC 
personnel to set up an account before accessing Pollux to use the above services. 

To log on to the DAO computers (called A and B) rather than Pollux, specify 
68lOO434,A or 68100434,B when dialling in to Datapac. IT using PSI on your computer, 
SET HOST/X29/USE=A etc. 

Other Computer Networks 

NRC is now installing an internal DECnet linking most labs in and out of Ottawa. 
DAO and DRAO will be part of the network; the Ottawa astronomers are also expected 
to join. We will then have our own BITnet address - NRCDAO. At the moment we are 
using UVPHYS, through the kind courtesy of the UVic Department of Physics. We also 
hope to have access to SPAN (Space Physics Analysis Network) through the NRC network. 

There are two potential network connections of great interest to Canadian astron<>
mers. One is the Astronomy and Astrophysics Network being implemented by our spiritual 
godfather, the Space Telescope Science Institute. STScI have asked NASA to connect us to 
this network, which would give us good connections to STScI, VLA, NOAO, etc. A second 
network, for which a proposal is now being developed internally by NRC, is for a Canadian 
National Research Network, which would involve full networking (not just electronic mail) 
at high speeds across Canada. This proposal would be very important in ensuring the 
success of the CSADC, since it would make it possible to transfer large files (e.g. images) 
electronically. 

Telephone Numbers 

Dennis Crabtree 
Daniel Durand 
Wes Fisher 
Gerald Justice 
Stephen Morris 
Peter Stetson 
Andy Woodsworth 

DAO FAX 
Pollux Modem 
Datapac Address 

(604) 388-0025 IRAF, STARCAT, System advice 
(604) 388-0052 STARCAT, mAF (Spectral reductions) 
(604) 388-0013 User assistance with DAOPHOT 
(604) 388-0052 VMS/Unix advice 
(604) 388-0023 System advice 
(604) 388-0029 CCD reductions 
(604) 388-0024 Coordinator 

(604) 388-0045 Class 3 automatic FAX machine 
(604) 479-4600 
68100434 
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The catalogs listed below are currently available within STARCATj others will be 
added 1IOOJl. 

ABELL 
B2 
B3 
BATTEN 
BURBIG80 
CASCA 
DIXRAD 
ESOUP 
EXOSAT 
GCVS 
GEZARI 
GTO 
BCON 
HR 
ll..RS 
IRAS 
ISSS 
WE 
KUR 
LONGO 
MASTER 
MCG 
MOLONGLO 
PARKES 
QSO 
R4C 
RC2 
RFVERON 
RSAC 
SCB2 
UGC 
VERON85 
VERONID 
WBITEDW 
ZWICLU 
ZWIGAL 

Catalogue of Rich Clusters of Galaxies 
B2 Catalogue of Radio Sources 
B3 Catalogue of Radio Sources 
Catalogue of Elements of Spectroscopic Binaries 
Revised Catalogue of Quasi-Stellar Objects 
CASCA Membership List 
Master List of Radio Sources 
ESO/Uppsa!a survey of the ESO(B) Atlas 
European X-Ray Obeervatory Satellite Log 
General Catalogue of Variable Stars 
Catalogue of Infrared Obeervations 
HST Guaranteed Time Observing program 
IRAS BCON (I-II-UI) Images 
Bright Star Catalogue 
IRAS Low Reaolution Spectra 
IRAS Point Source Catalogue 
IRAS Small Scale Structure 
Internati~nal Ultraviolet Explorer Log 
Kuruz Table of Gaunt Factors 
Catalogue of Magnitudes and Colours of Galaxies 
Master List of Non-stellar Objects 
Morphological Catalogue of Galaxies 
Molonglo Catalogue of Radio Sources 
Parkes Catalogue of Radio Sources 
Asiago Catalogue of Quasi-Stellar Objects 
4C Catalogue of Radio Sources 
Second Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies 
References for VERONID 
Revised Shapley Ames Catalogue 
Sharpless Catalogue of BII Regions 
Uppsala General Catalog of Galaxies 
Catalogue of Quasars and Active Nuclei 
Catalogue of Optical Identifications of Radio Sources 
Catalogue of White Dwarfs 
Zwicky Catalogue of Galaxies and Clusters of Galaxies 
Zwicky Catalogue of Galaxies 
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STARCAT VT-IOO KEYPAD 

HELP 

GOLD 
KEYPAD 

SCAN 

ADVANCE LINE 

EXIT 

Return 
Tab 
Backspace . 
Delete 
Linefeed 
CTRL-R 
GOLD-n 
GOLD-EXIT 

RETRIEVE CLRFIELD 

CLRFORM 

INS CHAR 

INSERI' 

OIP TO FILE DEL CHAR 

CHARADV 

QUALIFY 

RESET 

Move to start of next field 
Move to start of next field 
Move to start of previous field 
Rubout characteer to left of cursor 
Rubout word to left of cursor 
Refresh screen 
Repeat the action n times 
End session 

NOTE: Other keys are not useable within STARCATj error messages will result. 

The most useful feature of STARCAT is the ability to select objects according to 
specified criteria. This is called "qualifying fields" . To do this, place the cursor in the 
field of interest and push the QUALIFY button. The cursor will move to the bottom of 
the screen, where one types the criteria (e.g. magnitude range, position range, name, etc.) 
Then push RETRIEVE to view objects one at a time, or SCAN to select them all without 
stopping. If you SCAN, you probably want the output written to a file (keypad 6 will do 
this) . 
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The qualifiers are: 

* 
? 
> 
>= 
< 
<= 

!= 
a ... b 
a\b 
a .. . 
... a 

Examples: 

Wild card - Match zero or more characters 
Wild card - match any single character or nlnnber 
Greater than 
Greater than or equal 
Less than 
Less than or equal 
Equal 
Not Equal 
Range: a through b 
Choice: a or b 
From a onward 
Everything through a 

lAME: * CYG - CYG must be last part of the name 

DEC: >-20 . - Higher than declination of -20 

HAG: < 1 O. - Brighter than 10th magnitude 

LRSCHAR : 40 ... 49 - LRS spectral type in the range 40 to 49 
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ADDITION TO DAO UNDERWAY 

Persons who have visited our crowded facilities in the past few years will 

understand our pleasure in announcing that on August 31 construction began 

on the long-planned extension to the office building. While the contractors have 

18 months in which to finish the work, they hope it will be done in about one 

year. The addition will provide badly needed space for electronic instrumentation 

development, the photolab, computer systems (including those of the Canadian 

Space Astronomy Data Centre), and the library. Subsequent remodelling in the 

older part of the building will provide more office space particularly for visitors, 

and bring it up to modern building code specifications. 

J.E. Hesser 

University of Victoria 

During the past year Don VandenBerg has been promoted to Associate 
Professor, and was an invited speaker at the recent A.A.S./C.A.S. joint 
meeting . Both he and David Hartwick will be away at C.I.T.A. for parts of 
the current winter session, since they have been awarded Reynhardt 
Fellowships . As a result Ann Gower will be teaching full time as a Visiting 
Associate Professor. Very recently Bruce Campbell has joined us as an 
Adjunct Associate Professor . And this year Bernadette Harris has returned to 
her perennial position as a Summer Session Instructor, after a year (the 
first ever) when the course was cancelled due to there being insufficient 
registrants. 

Also during the past year Tim Davidge has completed his Ph.D., with a 
thesis entitled "UBV Photometry of Eclipsing Binaries in the Magellanic 
Clouds", and has taken up an appointment as Resident Astronomer at CFHT. 
Michael Fox and Grant Gussie have completed M.Sc. theses entitled, 
respectively, "The Giant Branch of Leo I" and "A Search for H, Molec.ules in 
the Planetary Nebula NGC7027". 
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CANADIAN ASTRONOMY PREPRINT LIST 

JUNE 29 TO SEPTEMBER 4. 1987 

The following file contains a list of preprints written by Canadian astronomers. 
All preprints were received at the Astronomy Librarv within the dates as stated 
above. 

The file is arranged in alphabetical order according to the surname of the 
first listed author of each preprint. Originating institution and date of 
receipt at the library are listed. 

If you have distributed a preprint and would like it to be included in this 
list, please send it to: 

Preprint List 
Astronomy Library 
University of Toronto 
Room 1306 
60 St. George Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5S lA7 

*********** It A A A A It It It A It It It A*****************************************************.** 

Bastien, Pierre and Francois Menard. 
maps of young stellar objects: 

On the interpretation of polarization 
U de Montreal. B7.8.17. 

Bell, M.B., L.W. Avery, H.E. Matthews. P.A. Feldman and J.K.G. Watson . 
A study of C3HD in cold interstellar clouds. HIA. 87.7.20. 

Borra, Ermanno F. 
87.6.29. 

Liquid mirror telescopes: present and future. U Laval. 

Clayton, Geoffrey C. and John S. Mathis. On the relationship between optical 
polarization and extinction. Washburn Obs. U Wisconsin. 87.9.1. 

Crowe. Richard A. and Robert F. Garrison. The visible spectra of southern
hemisphere Mira variable stars. DDO/U of T. 87.8.4. 

Dejonghe. Herwig and David Merritt . Radial and nonradial stability of 
spherical stellar "y"tems. Princeton/ CITA. 87.7.15. 

Dove, J.E., A.C.M. Rusk, P.H. Cribb, P.G. Martin. Excitat ion and dissociation 
of molecular hydrogen in shock waves at interstellar densities. 
U of T. 87.7.10 . 

Drissen. Laurent, Nicole St-Louis. Anthony F.J. Moffat. and Pierre Bagtlen. 
Polarization variability among Wolf-Rayet stars II. Linear polarizati o n 
o f a complete sample of southern galactic WN stars. U de Montreal . 87.7.9. 

Evans. Nancy Remage. Fixed pattern noise revisited. DDO/U of T. 87.7.7. 
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Fernie. J.D. A check on EU Tau. DDO/ U of T. 87.7.7. 

Fitchett. Michael and DaVid Merritt. Dynamics of the Hydra I galaxy clu"ter. 
CITA.87.7.20. 

Fullerton. A.W .. D.R. Gies and C.T. 801ton. 
profile variability among the 0 stars. 

Garrison. R.F. Observer ' s handbook 1988. 
87.7.10 . 

The incidence of ab"orption line 
DDO/U of T. 87.9.3. 

The brightest star". DDO/U of T. 

Gies, D.R. and A. Kullavanijaya. The line profile variations of epsilon 
Persei. I. Evidence for multimode nonradial pul"ations. McDonald 
Observatory. 87.8.17. 

Gray, David F. Magnetic activity in evolved stars. UWO. 87.8.4. 

Gray, David F. and C.G. Toner. 
in F,G, and K supergiants. 

An analysis of the photo"pheric line profiles 
UWO. 87.7.9. 

Halliday, I., P.A. Feldman, A.T. Blackwell. Evidence from meteor patrol 
photographs for a non-astronomical origin of the reported optical flashes 
in Perseus. HIA. 87.7.20. 

Hesser, James E. Annual report of the Dominion .Astrophysical Observatory for 
the year 1986 April 1 to 1987 March 31. DAO. 87.7.15. 

Hesser. James E. and Graeme H. Smith. 000 photometry of giants in the open 
cluster NGC 2660. DAO. 87.7.15. 

Kim, K.-T., P.P. Kronberg, T.L. Landecker. The rotation measure of back
ground radio sources seen through the supernova remnant DA184 (G166.2+2.5) 
DDO/ U of T. 87.7.7. -

Kim, K.-T., P.P. Kronberg, T.L. Landecker. Probe of the magnetic field 
structure in and around the supernova remnant 0A184 (G166.2+2.5) using 
background radio source rotation measures. DDO/U of T. 87.8.31. 

Kormendy, John. Evidence for a superm.ssive black hole in the nucleus of M31. 
DAO. 87.8.26. 

Leahy, D.A. Einstein IPC imaging and spectral observations of the supernova 
remnant HB9. U Calgary. 87.7.30. 

Leahy. D.A. Einstein X-r ay observations of the supernova remnant HB21. 
U Calgary. 87.7.30. 

Leahv, D.A. On searches for pulsed emission: improved determination of period 
and amplitude from epoch folding for sinusoidal signals. U Calgar y . 
87.7.30. 

Merri tt, David. Estimating the central densi ties of stellar systems. 
CITA. 87.6 .29 . 

Morris, Steven L .. C.T. Bolton, John R. Percy. On the period and nature of the 
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light and radial velocity variations of HD 25799 . DDD/ U of T. 87 . 8.13. 

Pedreros, Mario. Photometric study of the southern open clusters NGC 5316 and 
NGC 6124. St. Mary ' s. 87.7.7. 

Percy, John R. Tr ienn ial report of IAU Commission 27: Var i able St ars . 
Early-type variable stars. DDO/U of T. 87.8.25 . 

Peterson, Charles J. Citation analysis of ast ronomical literature: comments on 
citation half-lives. DAD. 87.8.26. 

Reed, B. Cameron., James E. Hesser and Stephen J. Shawl. Intrinsic integrated 
UBVRI colors of galactic globular clusters. DAD. 87.7.15. 

St-Louis, Nicole, Laurent Drissen, Anthony F.J. Moffat, and Pierre Bastien. 
Polarization variability among ~olf-Rayet stars I. Linear polarization of 
a complete sample of southern galactic ~C stars. U de Montreal. 87.7.9. 

Seaquist, E.R., D.A. Frail, M.F. Bode, J.S. Roberts , D.C.B. ~hittet , A . Evans, 
J.S. Albinson. Nova GK Persei - a miniature supernova remnant? 
DDO/U of T. 87.7.17. 

Seaquist, E~R. The radio properties of symbiotic stars. DDO/U of T. 87.9.2. 

Vallee, J.P. Behind the HII region Sharpless 217: the envelope of the diffuse 
molecular cloud at G159.1+3.3. HIA. 87.7.20. 

Vallee, J.P. Behind the vdB102 refl ection nebula: a study of a compact 
molecular cloud's envelope at G355.5+20.9. HIA . 87.7.20. 

van den Bergh, Sidney. Classification of supernovae and their remnants. 
DAO. 87.7.15. 

van den Bergh, Sidney. Summary of ESO workshop on SN1987a, Garching, 
July 6-8, 1987. DAD. 87.8.4. 

van den Bergh, Sidney. Supernovae and their remnants. DAO. 87.8.4. 

van den Bergh, Sidney. The multiple star system SK-69 202. DAO. 87.8.4. 

van den Bergh, Sidney. A sequence of photoelectric standard stars s urround ing 
NGC 6397. DAO. 87.8.26. 

van den Bergh, Sidney. The large-scale distribution of galactic supernova 
remnants. DAO. 87.8.26 . 

WalSh. Jeremy R. and Jean-Rene Roy. Nitrogen abundances in the amorphous 
galaxy NGC 5253. U Laval . 87 . 6.30. 

Walsh, J.R., Jean-Rene Roy. Optical spectroscopic and abundance mapping of the 
amorpr,o us galaxy NGC5253. AAO/ U Lac'a!. 87.7.28. 

Xinji, ~u, D.A. Leahy. The galactic distribution of supernova remnants and the 
SNR birthrate. U Calgary. 87.7.30. 

Yee, H.K.C. and Richard F. Green. The environment of the quasar PG1613+65 
(MKN876): a close interacting pair. U de Montreal. 87.7.21 . 
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APPLICATIONS FOa MEMBEa5BIP II THE IAU 

Through this notice the MemberShip Subcommittee of the IAU 
National Committee for Canada is soliciting nominations of 
Canadian as tronomers for membership in the IAU, or for invited 
participant status at the IAU General Assembly in Baltimore. If 
you (or anyone of whom you are aware) are interested in !AU 
memberShip or invited participant status, and are qualified, 
please arrange to have the enclosed application forms filled out 
and returned to me. The normal qualifications for _mbership 
are : Canadian citizenship or Landed Immigrant status; current 
employment in Canada ; a Ph.D. r eceived prior to Noveaber 28, 
1985 (or an M.Sc. received prior to August 23, 1979); and active 
involvement in astronomy. The detailed guidelines are explained 
on the sheets following the application form. Applications 
should be sent to me by November 15, 1987. They will considered 
by a subcommittee consisting of George Mitchell, Ren~ Racine and 
myself, which will then report to the IAU National Committee for 
Canada. 

The !AU al so wishes to know of any members who are 
indifferent to, or opposed to, continuing their memberShip in the 
Union. If by any chance you fall into that category, please 
notify me or one of the other Subcommittee members. Resignation 
is entirely voluntary. 

Finally, !AU members who wish to join a specific commission 
should write to the chairman of that commission to apply for 
memberShip. 

James E. Hesser 
Chairman : Membership Subco ... ittee 

IAU National Committee for Canada 
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory 

5071 W. Saanich Road 
VICTORIA, B.C. v8x 4M6 
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IWFOIMATIO. IELATI.G TO .OKlIATIOIS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THE IAU AND 
IIIVITI!D PAITICIUJITS TO THE 1988 GEOw. ASSEMBLY AT JW.TDlOU: 

From "Working Rules" in Trans. LA.V. XIV B/l971 

8. Individuals proposed for Union membership should, 8S a rule, be chosen 
among astronomers and scientists, whose 8ct ivity is closely linked 
with astronomy taking into account 

9. 

, 
10. 

(a) the standard of their scientific achievement 

(b) the extent to which their scientific act i vity involves research 
in astronomy 

(c) their desire to assist in the fulfilment of the aims of the 
Union . 

Young astronomers should be considered eligible for membership after 
they have shown their capability (as a rule Ph.D. or equivalent) of 
and experience (some years of s uccessful activity) in conducting 
original research. 

For full-time professional astronomers the achievement 
may consist either of original research or of 
contributions to major observational programmes . 

in astronomy 
substantial 

11. Others are eligible for membership only if they are making original 
contributions closely linked with astronomical research. 

13. Each proposal shall be written separately. It should include the name 
and postal address of the candidate, preferably that of h i s Institute 
or Observatory, his/her place and date of birth, the Uni versi ty and 
the year of his/her academic degrees or equivalent title, his/her 
present occupation, titles and bibliographic data of two to three of 
his/her more important papers or publications, and details , if any, 
worthy to be considered by the Nominating Committee. 

2. Guidelines 8uggested by the Canadian National Committee of the IAU 

A prospective member is required to have received a Ph.D. prior to the last 
day of the first preceding IAU General Assembly (November 28, 1985); the date 
of "recept of the Ph.D." is taken to be the date when all formal requirements 
for the degree were successfully completed. 

A prospective member with a Master's degree may be eligible if all 
requirements for that degree were completed prior to the last day of the third 
preceding lAU General Assembly (August 23, 1979). 

3. Guidelines Established by Custom 

The prospective member should be a Canadian citizen or a hnded immigrant 
currently employed in Canada. In some cases, Canadian citizens employed outside 
Canada _y be cons ide red for membership or for invi tat ion to the 1985 General 
Assembly. 

.:.. 
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Application for membership should be submitted to the Membership 
Subcommittee of the Canadian National Committee of the IAU .!?z. ~ member of the 
IAV in Canada. Endorsement by a second member is desirable. 

It is suggested that applications be submitted on a form similar to that 
shown on page 6 of the IAU Information Bulletin No. 39 (copy enclosed). 

General Assemblies are open only to individual membera of the lAU and 
invited participants. Persons nominated for membership by the Canadian National 
Co ... ittee of the lAU will automatically be invited to attend the 20th General 
Assembly. This invitation is required because the election to membership takes 
place on the final day of the assembly. 

4. Invited Participants 

The Canadian National Committee of the IAU is asked to submit names of 
persons to be invited to attend the 20th General Assembly. Pers·ons are invited 
because they have something positive to contribute. Their contributions may 
take the form of invited papers or reports or discuss ion of particular subjects 
at commission meetings, colloquia or symposia. The Committee should be informed 
of prospective invitees and the contributions ·they expect to make. Any other 
documents (such as a letter of invitation from Commission President) in support 
of the request for an invitation should be included. Requests should be 
presented by an lAU member. 

.. 
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lAU HEKBEISBIP/IRVlTED PARTICIPART FOlK 
(CANADA) 

Nomination for: Membership [J Invited Participant Status [J 

Name: 

Address: 

Place and Date of Birth: 

Citizenship/status in Canada: 

Education: list degrees, institution, field and year: 

Present position ·and/or status at: 

Main fields of research: 

Titles of and references to not more than three scientific papers or 
publications: 

. 
Other: feel free to use this space or the back of this form to give additional 

information in support of this nomination: 

Suggested for membership in Commission No. 
relevant for invited participants) 

if considered eligible. (Not 

Date: Proposed by: 

Signature: 

Please return this form to: Dr. J.E. Hesser, Chairman, Membership Committee, 
IAU National Committee for Canada, Dominion 
Astrophysical Observatory, 5071 w. Saanich Rd., 
VICTORIA, B~C., V8X 4M6 


